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� Portfolio Performance: An overview of the model portfolio performance over the previous quarter.

� Portfolio Characteristics: Covering the model portfolio objective, suitability & key information.

� Portfolio Returns: Graphical demonstration of the model portfolio cumulative returns, excess returns relative 
to the model benchmark and drawdown oversight.

� Asset Allocation & Fund Selection: Covering asset allocation, sub asset allocation, a summary of the asset 
allocation changes over the quarter and the fund changes.

� Global Market Review: A quarterly summary written by our investment team covering global markets
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Calculation Benchmark: ARC Balanced Asset PCI TR GBP

YTD 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

Tatton Ethical Cautious

+/- Benchmark

10.0 10.0 15.5 — — —

5.15 5.15 3.74 — — —

Returns (%)

Calculation Benchmark: ARC Balanced Asset PCI TR GBP

1 Month 3 Months YTD 3 Years 5 Years Since
Inception

Tatton Ethical Cautious

+/- Benchmark

2.1 6.3 10.0 — — 21.1

-0.04 0.35 5.15 — — 9.93

Since Inception Annualised Return 6.75

12 Mo Yield

Std Dev 3 Yr (Qtr-End)

1.68

—

Risk Profile: Cautious

Portfolio Objective - Cautious

The main objective of this portfolio is to maximise potential return for a given level of risk over the long term (5 years or more).

We will do this by investing in a variety of assets. One measure of portfolio risk is how much of the portfolio is invested in equities 
(company shares). 

Generally, 45% of this portfolio is invested in equities but this figure may change by a maximum of ±12.5% in the short term depending on 
variations in the stock markets, or in the longer term to keep the portfolio within its’ risk limits.

Who is the portfolio for?

This portfolio is likely to be suitable for: A investor seeking to maintain capital over the medium to long term. An investor who is prepared 
to accept a lower investment return than equity markets over the longer term in exchange for trying to minimise potential losses. 
Someone who accepts that the portfolio will be subject to fluctuations in value.
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Source Data: Total Return     Calculation Benchmark: ARC Balanced Asset PCI TR GBP
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Performance

The table compares model performance with the ARC Private Client Indices (PCI) benchmark, a measure of a peer group of similar 
investment managers using similar asset allocations. The comparator benchmark is an indicator of similar investment strategies and does 
not show future returns or investor expectations. ARC monthly data is estimated and may vary from actual performance. ARC data is then 
confirmed at the end of each quarter, which could change monthly returns.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance

Portfolio Characteristics

Model Portfolio Performance



Model Portfolio Analysis
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Tatton Ethical Cautious - Monthly Excess Returns

Calculation Benchmark: ARC Balanced Asset PCI TR GBP

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

1.69 0.65 -0.62 1.48 -0.11 0.55 0.54 -0.08 0.49 0.07 0.31 -0.04 5.15

0.32 0.24 0.44 0.66 0.39 0.30 0.72 0.13 -0.11 0.54 0.31 -0.59 3.74

— -0.19 0.50 -0.39 0.16 -0.16 -0.31 1.02 -0.34 0.20 0.06 0.15 —

— — — — — — — — — — — — —

— — — — — — — — — — — — —
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Drawdown

Time Period: Since Common Inception (1/27/2018) to 12/31/2020
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Tatton Ethical Cautious ARC Balanced Asset PCI TR GBP

Drawdown - Defined

The peak to trough decline during a specific period. On the drawdown chart a new high is represented at any period where the chart shows 0. The 
period between the low and 0 is recovery to the new peak. With the 0 to low the drawdown from peak to trough in percentage terms



Asset Allocation

%

Equity 50.3

Bond 45.1

Cash 4.6

Total 100.0

Sub Asset Allocation

%

Inv. Grade Bond 45.1

Global Equity 37.8

UK Equity 8.4

Cash 4.6

Emerging Market Equity 4.1

Total 100.0

Portfolio Activity: Asset Allocation & Fund Selection

Asset Allocation - Ethical

There were no changes in the asset allocation this quarter. Throughout the quarter we maintained our overweight to equities. More 
specifically, the portfolios maintained an underweight position in the UK relative to other global equity regions.

Fund Selection - Ethical

We did not add or remove any funds this quarter.

Model Portfolio: Asset Allocation
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Global Market Review
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Important Information

The information in this document does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation and investment decisions should 
not be made on the basis of it. 

The portfolio returns presented in this document are for information purposes only and should be regarded as indicative of the 
returns individual clients will have achieved with their actual investment portfolios, which are managed in the same respective 
investment style and risk profile. While client portfolio returns are expected to be very similar to the returns shown here, they 
may differ as a result of new monies having been introduced by the client, or withdrawn from the portfolio and/or the specific 
fee charging arrangements agreed between the client and the adviser.

Please be aware that adjustments to previously reported data can occur. The value of your investments and the income from 
them can fluctuate and it is possible that investors may not get back the amount they invested. All returns are calculated in £-
Sterling and are shown after fund charges, but before all other fees, like platform and adviser charges. The charts, data and
related performance calculations shown within this report is sourced from Morningstar and is valid as at the date of publication. 
Asset Allocation: Operational cash of 2% is to cover costs and charges; any additional amount is for strategic purposes. 
Portfolio yield is calculated as the rolling 12-month yield.

In 2020, the pandemic and global shutdown has significantly affected the global economy, leading to a large downturn in activity. But with 
the vaccination programme now in full swing, the economic outlook is expected to improve. Q4 saw an upside in global equity markets on 
the back of positive news around these vaccine developments. The outcome of the US presidential election, the European Central Bank 
(ECB)’s €500 billion extension of its bond-buying Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme, as well as the agreement on a Brexit deal 
also boosted investor sentiment.

In the US, Joe Biden’s election in addition to the announcement of the vaccine rollout lifted the US equity market by 6.1% in the fourth 
quarter. Overall, the market offered 14.7% in 2020.  Technology continued to lead sectoral returns this year with the US tech sector in 
particular marking 40.4%.

After a last-minute Brexit deal, the UK market closed the year -11.5% lower. However, markets reacted positively to the trade deal news 
which in combination with the optimism around the approval of a second vaccine managed to lift the fourth quarter performance by 10.9% 
making it one of the best performing regions for the period, closely following Emerging Market equities, which rose 13.2%. UK stocks also 
saw gains from a significant outperformance of value-based sectors during November.

In Europe, markets rallied as well during Q4. Despite the resurgence of cases in the region and the imposition of new restrictions, the 
European Union’s €1.8 trillion recovery fund announcement helped maintain investor optimism. European equities rose 9% this quarter 
and overall, 7.5% in 2020.

Generally, global equity markets managed to recover from their lows in March, some of them even reaching all-time highs after decisive 
and timely central bank intervention and fiscal initiatives. As we enter 2021 focus will be on central bank policy, inflation and continuation 
of fiscal intervention with the vaccination roll out well underway in the developed world.


